ALL ABOUT ME!
We know, you’ve heard it many times: There are no rules when it
comes to decorating your house. But, let’s be serious. Sometimes
you do get a teeny, weeny sense of déjà vu when you see twin
sconces and a starburst mirror in yet another foyer. Well, that won’t
happen when you walk into the homes on the following pages.
From urban lofts to a converted church, these spaces defy all
tradition to embrace the homeowners’ highly individualistic styles.

Jan Clausen, shown here with her Goldendoodle, Saska, loves entertaining friends at home.

THE ARTFUL LODGER

FOR THIS GLOBETROTTING DESIGNER, NO CONTINENT IS TOO FAR FOR TREASURE HUNTING.
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Traveling from one end of the earth to the other is nothing new to
homeowner Jan Clausen. Work for her interior design firm, Clausen
Chewning Interior Design, keeps her globetrotting from continent to
continent where she designs some of the world’s most beautiful hotels
and spas. “My firm designs hotels that are contemporary and very
luxurious,” Clausen says. So when she’s back on her home turf, she
cherishes the time she spends in her Candler Park house with her two
dogs, Saska and Rudy. “When I designed this home, I wanted it to be a
comfortable space that works well with my lifestyle.”
That doesn’t mean her space is ordinary. On the contrary. “It actually
used to be a Baptist church, but the congregation died off and I bought it
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about 10 years ago,” Clausen says. “I ripped out the pews, and moved the
baptismal to a new courtyard I created. I’ve even baptized a few people at
some of my craziest parties!”
Inside, decorative and structural steel surrounds, as well as doors,
give the space an industrial feel, while classic furniture pieces, including
several from Knoll and Herman Miller, reflect Clausen’s appreciation for
contemporary design. Interspersed among her furnishings is an eclectic
mix of cherished artwork and objects she’s collected during her
widespread jaunts. “My most treasured pieces have come from my travels
and experiences with different cultures,” Clausen says. “When I travel, I’m
like a kid in candy store.”
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MUST HAVES
1. Kitchen Confidential: Stainless Steel Rocks: Clausen’s gourmet kitchen is
completely custom. The cabinets are constructed entirely of stainless
steel and the countertops are thick slabs of Calcutta marble. But it’s the
functionality she loves most. “The drawers slide open on both sides of
the island so I never have to walk around to get what I need,” she says.
2. Haunted History: Wood-Carved Columns: Clausen intended to create a custom
platform bed out of antique hand-carved columns she picked up in Bali,
but decided otherwise after spending a “sleepless, very disturbing
night” among other “spiritually strong” Balinese wood pieces. The
columns now sit on her windowsills. 3. Pure Eggstacy: Marble and Concrete Tub:
Who wouldn’t enjoy relaxing in this custom, egg-shaped tub? Clausen
designed a stone version for a project in Turkey and then hired a local
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company to fabricate hers out of concrete and marble dust. Form Meets
Function: Classic Contemporary Furniture: Clausen’s collection includes a red Knoll
Womb chair, a B&B Italia sofa with Knoll fabric and a table lamp from
Isamu Noguchi. 5. Electric Accent: South-African Bowl: This vibrant red and orange
bowl is actually made of electrical wire weaved together by artists in
South Africa. Clausen was drawn to the vivid colors and the unique
shape. 6. Wake Up Call: Balinese Gong: Another of Clausen’s cherished pieces
from Bali, this 70-year-old gong was actually damaged on her return
flight home. “I wanted to carry it on, but the airline made me check it,”
she says. “It lost a lot of its monetary value, but I still love it.”
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